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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that the set W” of cc-words over (0, I} coincides with the set of images 
of 0 under Sturmian morphisms. This gives an alternative approach of generating z-words. For 
each w E W, a Sturmian solution H of the equation w = H(0) which is a composition of Sturmian 
morphisms of special forms can be constructed explicitly. In order to demonstrate how results 
on Sturmian morphic images are reformulated as results on r-words and vice versa, we give a 
Sturmian proof for the conjugation and reversion theorem of a-words obtained by the present 
author in an earlier paper. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Kc.vwords: x-word; Sturmian morphism; Sturmian word 
1. Introduction 
Let (0, I } * denote the free monoid of finite words over the alphabet (0, I }. Let 
(0, I>+ = {0,1}*\(a), w h ere I: denote the empty word. Let w E (0, I }‘. We say that 
w E %.6 if w E (0, l} or there are sequences at, ~2,. . , a, and rt, r2,. , r, of integers 
and a sequence of words WO, WI,. . . , w, such that 
a; 3 I (i 3 1 ), 
Odr, da1 - I, Obr, da; (i32), 
M/o=O,ul =Oa’-‘-“IO”, w,=w, 
M’; = WY;; r1 w, ~ 2 w;: I (2Gidn). 
In the latter case, we denote w by 
at a2 “. a, 
u’,, 
~1 rl ... r,,) Or w(:). 
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where a=(al,a2 ,..., a,) and r=(q,rz ,... ,r,). When a is fixed, we simply write w,(r) 
for w”(r). Members of “JY are called z-words. 
Among other results, it was proved in [1 I] that YY’ is a set of Sturmian words which 
is closed under conjugation and reversion (see also Theorem 4.1 below for a Sturmian 
proof). The cc-words 
0 and wn 
( 
al a2 ... a, 
Yt i-2 .” r, ) 
3 wheren31, ~~31, 
i 
0 if i is odd, 
Yi = 1 di<?Z, 
ai if i is even, 
were proved to be the only Lyndon Sturmian words [ 10,2]. It was shown that these 
words together with their mirror images are the only unbordered Sturmian words and 
that all of them can be generated easily [lo]. Let x be an irrational number between 0 
and 1 and let [O,al, a2,. . .] be the continued fraction expansion of c(. The characteristic 
sequence f(a) of c( is by definition an infinite word over (0, 1 } whose nth letter is 
[(n+ l)cc] - [ncc], ~21. Let 
( 
al a2 ... a, 
w=w, 
YI i-2 ... r, )j 
where Y’S are as above. In [ 1 I], it was proved that the circulant matrix circ(w) whose 
first row is w has the property that the rows of the (k + 1) x k top left submatrix of 
circ(w) are exactly the k + 1 distinct factors of f(x), 1 <k < Iwl - 1. The x-words of 
the form 
where n 3 1 and a;>l, 1 di<n, 
are called finite standard Sturmian words and have been studied extensively by 
Berstel et al. [2, 13-151. It is well known that 
if c( = [0, at, a2,. . .I. This limit (respectively, representation) theorem was first proved by 
Smith (respectively, Markoff) (see [7, 17,231). Other limit and representation theorems 
have been obtained in [lo]. The x-words 
O>Wl(bj =l, wn(; i2 1:: :j. 
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where 0 < ri < 1, 2 < i <n, n > 2, are called Fibonacci words. The study of this partic- 
ular class of a-words has been initiated by the present author and some combinatorial 
properties of Fibonacci words have been obtained in [S, 93. Other subsets or sequences 
of a-words have also been studied widely recently. Besides those references given 
above, see also [5,6, l&12, 17,211. 
An infinite word w over { 0, 1) is said to be Sturmian if for each n 3 1, w has exactly 
n + 1 factors of length n. 
Each mapping H : (0, I} t (0, l}+ induces a morphism, again denoted by H, on 
finite or infinite words over (0, l} as follows: 
H(f) = H(CI W(c2 1. . . > 
where ,f = clcz.. . , Ci E (0, l}. A morphism on (0, l}’ is said to be Sturmian if it 
preserves Sturmian words. 
Motivated by the fact that the set of all Fibonacci words equals (0) u {H(O): H E 
{F,G}+} [9], we prove that 
‘N/‘= {H(O): H is a Sturmian morphism} 
(see Corollary 3.5). As a consequence, each a-word can be generated by means of 
Sturmian morphisms. More precisely, for each w = W, (f) E W, there are Sturmian 
morphisms HI, HZ, . . . , H,, determined explicitly by the labels of w, such that w = 
HI Hz . . . H,,(O) and each Hi is of the form 
OHOSIO1’, OHOS1or, 
1 k 0”10’+1 Or 1 H OS+’ 10’ 
(see Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.8). Furthermore, such a sequence HI, HI,. . . , H,, can 
be chosen to satisfy certain conditions. In Section 4, we give a Sturmian proof for 
the conjugation and reversion theorem of a-words, demonstrating how the results on 
Sturmian morphic images are reformulated as results of z-words and vice versa. 
2. Sturmian morphisms 
Let E, F, G denote the morphisms induced by the mappings 
OH1 OH1 O-1 
E: 
1-O’ 
F: 
l-10 
G: 
l-01’ 
Let St denote the monoid of morphisms on (0, 1 }* generated by E, F and G. It is 
known [3, 191 that the following conditions on a morphism H : (0, l}* + (0, 1 }* are 
equivalent: 
(a) H is Sturmian, 
(b) H preserves at least one Sturmian word, 
(c) HE&. 
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For properties of Sturmian words and Sturmian morphisms, see for example 
[2-5,12-16, 18-221. Some identities involving E, F, G are given in the following 
lemma. They follow easily from the fact that 
OH0 OH0 
EF: 
lHO1’ 
EG: 
l-10’ 
Lemma 2.1 (SkCbold [21]). Let k, .r,, ti (1 <i<m) be nonnegutiue integers, s =s, + 
s2 i 
XI 
cc> 
Cd) 
... fs,,, and t=tl +tz+ ... +t,. Then 
E2 = Id. 
GEF = FEG. 
G*(EG)“F = F2(EF)kG. 
(EF)“‘(EG)“(EF)“‘(EG)” . . . (EF)‘-(EG)‘J~~ = (EF)“(EG)‘. 13 
For a>l, Odrda - 1, let 
KLI,y = (EF)n-‘+‘(EG)YF, 
L,, = (EF)“-‘-‘(EG)‘G. 
Clearly, K,,,, L,, E St. Some properties of these Sturmian morphisms are listed in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let a 3 1 and 0 <r <a - 1. Let si, tj (1 <i <m) be nonnegative integers 
witha-r-l=sl+sz+.-.+s,nndr=tl+tZ+...+t,. Then 
(a) 
0 H @--r--l 10’ OHOU--r.-llOr 
K : Rr lHOa--r-l,OOr+l’ Lw: lHOa-‘lO’ . 
(b) 
K,,, = (EF)“‘(EG)“(EF)“(EG)“* . . . (EF)“-(EG)l’“F, 
L,,, = (EF)S’(EG)f’(EF)“Z(EG)‘2 . . . (EF)““(EG)‘lnG. 
(c) 
{‘f’ 632 and O<s<b - 2, 
&r-l&o =La,r&,h-1 ijr31 and b>l. Cl 
Lemma 2.3. Every Sturmiun morphism H cun be jhctorized into a product 
HIHI.. .H,(EF)k1(EG)k2Ek3, 
where Hi = Kat,,( or L,,, jtir some ai31, O<s,<ai - 1, I<i<n, ki>O, ldjG.3. 
The Hi’s need not uppeur. 0 
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This lemma is proved by induction using Lemma 2.1. It will be used in the remarks 
before Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 4.3. 
3. Action of Sturmian morphisms on z-words 
In [9] it was shown that the set of Fibonacci words coincide with the set (0) U 
{H(O): H E {F, G}+}. In this section we prove that cc-words are precisely the Sturmian 
morphic images of 0. 
Lemma 3.1. Let u1,u2 ,..., a, and rI,r2 ,..., r,, be sequences of integers such that 
a;3 1 (i3 l), 
O<q <al - 1, O<rj<Q (2<i<H). 
Let w = w, 
Then 
E(w)= 
0, (a] = I,n= I), 
( 
1 a,-1 u2 ... a, 
Wn+I > (al > I), 
0 rl f-2 . . . r, ) 
u2 + 1 u3 ... a,, 
w,,-I 
i I7 
(a, = l,n> I), 
r2 r3 r, 
f 
1 al u2 “’ a, 
\ 
F( w ) = I*‘, + , 
\ 
0 rI ~2 . , ’ r, ’ I 
1 aI u2 . ‘. a, 
G(w)=w,+ I , 
0 rl + 1 r2 . . . r,, 
aI+1 u2 .‘. a, 
EF(w) = w, 
r1 r2 . r, 
Ulfl u2 .” a, 
EG(w) = w, 
rlfl r2 ... r, 
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Furthermore, if a 3 1 and 0 d r da - 1, then 
a al a2 ... a, 
Kdw) = W,+I 
r ~1 f-2 ... r, 
( 
a al a2 .‘. a, 
L,,(w) = w, + I 
r f-+1 r2 f.. r, I> 
a 
K,,,(O) = WI 0 = L,,(O). r 
Proof. For the first part of the result, we prove the statement about G only. The other 
statements about E, F, EF, EC can be proved in a similar fashion. 
When n= 1, 
al 
w=w, 0 =y-l-“ll()‘l rl 
and so 
w2(; rQ)=wl (I)“-‘ow, ia)” 
= lol-l-r1 01” + 1 
= G(w). 
Now, suppose II > 1 and assume that the result holds for positive integers less than n. 
Let 
( al a2 ... a,-[ W,_I = w,_j 2 q r2 ... r,-I i 
1 
0, (n=2), 
w,-2 = 
( al a2 .‘. an-2 wn-2 i , (n>2). i,I i-2 .‘. rn-2 
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By inductive hypothesis, 
1 aI a2 ... 
G(w,- I ) = w,, 
0 rl+l r2 ... 
1 
w , 0 0 ’ 
G(w-2) = 
I al a2 
w,, - I 
Consequently, 
\ 0 rlfl r2 
. an-2 . . . rn-2 
(I? = 2) 
= G( w,_, )‘-‘I, G(w,_~)G(w,_,)~~~ 
1 al a2 
0 rl+l r2 
This proves the statement about G. 
The assertions involving K,,,. and 
Without extra effort, we arrive at 
. ai1 \ 
. . rn I’ 
L,,, now follow immediately. 0 
the following corollary with which we can easily 
identify those u-words that are expressed as Sturmian morphic images of 0. Accord- 
ing to Lemma 2.3, it suffices to consider Sturmian morphisms of the form given in 
Corollary 3.2. 
Corollary 3.2. Let al, a2,. , a, he positive integers. Let si be an integer with 0 6 s, d 
a, - 1 ( 1 <i <n). Let H = HI H2 _ . . H,, where H, is either Kuj.,y, or L, ,_s, ( 1 <i <n). Then 
H(0) = w, 
al a2 ... a, 
rI r2 ..’ r, 
where 
rj =SI, 
si !f 61 =Ka-,.s,-,, 
rj = (2<i<n). Cl 
sj + 1 if’ H(~I =L,,_,,,,_,, 
Example 3.3. Corollary 3.2 is used in the following examples: 
(a) Let H = EGEFEGFF(EG)2EEG(EG)2FEGE. Writing 
H = <EF)(EG)‘; &, (EG)2G (EG)2F EGE, 
-- 
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we find 
H(O) = K~,~K~,oL~,~K~,~EGE(O) 
= K~,~K~,oL~,~K~,~EGF(O) 
= K4,2K,,oL3,2K3,2K2. 1 (O) 
= wg 
(b) (See [7]) For n3 1, we have 
( al a2 ... a, W, 0 0 ‘.’ 0 = Ka,,oKaz,o .Kan,o(O), 
( al a2 ... a, H’n 0 1 ... 1 ) =L,,OLZ,o.. L”,O(O), 
al a2 ... 61 a, 
Wfl 
0 a2 .. 0 
=L,,,o&~,.~-I . . .-L,.oK~,,~,-I(O) (n even>. 
a, 
(c) (See [6]) Let k3 1, n3 1 and let 
B={&,o,&,l,..., Kk,k-l,Lk,O,Lk,I,...,Lk,k-1). 
Then 
k k ..I k 
r1 r-2 . r, 
Reversing the process given in Corollary 3.2, each a-word 
1 = {H(O): HE B?}. 
al a2 .‘. 
Wfl 
r] i-2 ... 
can easily be expressed 
( 1 d i <n). In Theorem 
certain conditions. The 
and 3.9, respectively. 
a, 
rn ) 
as HlH2.. . H,,(O), where each H; is some K,,,,yr or some L,,, 
3.4 and Corollary 3.8 below, the Hi’s are chosen to satisfy 
meaning of such conditions are explained in Remarks 3.7 
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Theorem 3.4. Let ul,a2,.. .,a,, and rl,r2 ,..., r,, be sequences of integers such that 
Then 
al a2 ... a, 
W, = H, Hz . . . H,(O), 
i-1 r2 ... r, 
bvhere 
I 
K n,>r, (1 <i<n, r;<ai, r,+l <@+I) or (i=n, ri<CZ;), 
L,., (1 di<n, ri<Uj, rj+l =Ui+l), 
H, = 
K,,.,-I (ldi<n, ri=a;, ri+l <a;+,) OY (i=n, ri=ai), 
La,,,,-1 (ldi<n, rj=CZi, ri+l =Ui+[). 
Proof. This theorem can be proved by showing that 
I 
( 
ai aj+1 ... a, 
wei+ 1 (ri < ai L 
6 ri+l ... r, 
Hi...Hn= 
) 
ai a;+1 ‘.’ a, 
wn-i + I 
( 
(i-j = Ui) 
ri - 1 ri+j ... r, ) 
for 1 <i <n (by induction on k = n - i + 1); the result then follows since rl <al. Here 
we present another proof making use of Corollary 3.2. 
If n= 1, then HI =K,,,,, and so 
Now, suppose n > 1. From the definition, each Hi is equal to K,,,, or L,,,, where Si 
is either ri or ri ~ 1. Furthermore, 
(a) for l<i<n, we have 
rj<aj H Si=rj, 
ri=LZi U Si=ri - 1. 
(b) for 1 <i<n, we have 
Hi = &,3., u ri+l <a;+~, 
H; = L,,,y, @ ri + I = ai + I. 
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Since ~1 <at, it follows from (a) that $1 =YI. Let 26idn. It follows from (a) and 
(b) that 
Hi-1 =&,-,.s,_, + i”j < U, * Sj <r-i, 
K-I =-&_,,,_, *Yj=Ui+.Yj=ri - 1. 
Therefore, 
H,H2...Hn(0)=w,, 
al a2 ... a, 
i-1 t-2 . r, 
according to Corollary 3.2. 0 
For any subset A4 of { 0, 1 } +, let St(M) denote the set of images {H(w): H E St, 
w EM}. For simplicity, we write St(O) for St({O}). 
Corollary 3.5. 7%’ = St( 7V) = St(O). 
Proof. We first claim that H(%-) c W for all HE {E,F, G}. Let w E YP.. If w = 0, 
then trivially H(0) E Yk’. If 
( 
al a2 ... a, 
w=w, 
Y[ t3 ... r, J7 
where n, the u’s and the r’s satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3.1, then Lemma 3.1 
implies that H(w) E W‘. This proves the claim. By repeated application of the claim, 
we see that St(O) c ,St(%?) c W. Now, the result follows from Theorem 3.4 and the 
fact that 0 = E2(0) E St(O). 0 
Example 3.6. The a-words associated with (a,,a~,as,. . .)= (2,3,1,. ..) are listed in 
Fig. 1. For simplicity, we write w,,(YI,Y~, . . . , rn) for 
W, 
( 
al u2 ... a, 
1 
) n31. 
rj r2 ... r, 
We also have all these z-words expressed as Sturmian morphic images of 0 as given 
by Theorem 3.4. The equalities 
ws(O10) = w3(021)=010100101 
= ko&, IKI,o(O> = f(2,0~3,2~1,0(0)~ 
indicate that the a-word 010100101 can be generated in at least four different ways. 
Note that 010100101 is also equal to 
2 4 
w2 0 2 . ( ) 
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/ 
w3(1, LO) = I(zl&,KlO@) 
%(l, 1) = &1~~31(0) 
\ w&,1,1) = ~~2~~3,~~~n(o) 
w(l) = I(zl(O) 
< 
1u3(1,2,0) = ~2L~~3?.~10(~) 
w2(1,2) = &*K32(0) 
‘%(1,&l) = K2LL32KLO(@ 
w(1,3,0) = L21‘%2KlO(Q 
vz(l, 3) = bdcl2(0) 
zu3(1,3,1) = IJ2I~32~10(0) 
Fig. 1. The r-words associated with (“1. a~,q. .) = (2.3,1. .). 
Remark 3.7. Let a = (q,~,. . . , a,), where lai>,1 (lbibn), be fixed. 
( I ) Regarding E, F, G as letters, the Sturmian morphisms HI, I&,. . . , H,, as words in 
the free monoid generated by {E, F, G) and H = HIHZ . . H,, as concatenation of 
words. the following statements about H,,Hz,. . . , H, in Theorem 3.4 are true: 
(a) H,, ends in F. 
(b) Each H; is of the form (.!CF~-,‘I-‘(EG)“F (i.e., !&,) or (EF)"~-'J-'(EG)S'G 
(i.e., L,,,I), where O<sidq - 1. 
(c) No factors GEF, EE appear in HIH~. . H,. 
(d) The factor GG appears in HI Hz . . .H, if and only if there is an index i such 
that 
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(2) From the proof of Theorem 3.4, it is clear that 
Sl if Hi-1 =&-,,,-,, 
r; = 
Si + 1 if Hi-1 =L,_,,,_,, 
2<i<n. 
(3) BY induction, it is easy to see that the number N of words H, Hi . .H, over 
{E,F, G} satisfying (a)-(c) equals 
Q1(az+l)(a3+1)~.~(a,+l) if n>l, 
a1 if n=l, 
which in turn equals the number of r = (q, r2,. . . , r,,) satisfying 
O<rl <al - 1, O<ri<Ur, 1 <i<n. 
(4) Using the formula in Theorem 3.4, it is clear that the map which takes r to the 
word H = HlH2.. H,, in {E, F, G}+ satisfying (a))(c) and 
H(O)=w, a 
0 r 
is one-to-one. Therefore, it follows from (2) that the correspondence r H H is 
a bijection. 
Let a = (ul,uz,. . . , a,) where a; 3 1 (1 <i <n). It was proved in [ 1 l] that for each 
a-word 
a 
W, 
0 r’ 
there is a sequence r = (r-1, r2,. . . , rH) of integers with 
Odrl <al - 1, 
Odr;dUi (2<i<n), 
t”i=Ui+?“_l =O (2<i<n), 
such that 
It was also proved in [ 1 l] that such an r is unique. Now, the following corollary is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4. 
Corollary 3.8. Let a and r be as in Theorem 3.4 with ri = ui + ri_1 = 0 (2 <i <n). 
Then 
a 
Wll 0 r = H,H2.. . H,(O), 
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(1 <i<n, I;<U,, Uj+l <at+,) OV(i=tZ, ri<Uj), 
(l<i<n, rjtl =a;+~ (ri=O ipl this CYST)‘)), 
&,.,;_I (1 <i<n, ri=Uj, Yj+1 <aj+l) or (i=iZ, rj=L7i). Cl 
Remark 3.9. Let a = (a~, ~2,. . , a, ), where ai 2 1 ( 1< i < n), be fixed. For the Stu~ian 
morphisms HI, Hz,. . . , El,, in Corollary 3.8, the statements (a)-(c) in Remark 3.7 are 
certainly true. In addition, we have 
(d’) The word HI Hz . . . H, has no factor GG. 
The map r I--+ HI Hz.. . H, is a bijection between the set of r satisfying 
O,<q <al - 1, 
O<r.<n. “z ,A I (2Qi<n), 
f-; = aj 75 rf- I = 0 (2<i<?r), 
and the set of words HI . . . H, in {E,F,G}j’ satisfying (a)-(c) and (d’). 
In Fig. 2, each of the a-words considered in Example 3.6 whose labels satisfying 
the condition of Corollary 3.8 is expressed as a Sturmian morphic image of 0 as given 
by Corollary 3.8. In contrast to Fig. I, each of these r-words appears exactly once in 
the tree in Fig. 2. 
We also notice that using the identities given in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the expression 
HI HZ . . . ti, in Theorem 3.4 can certainly be transformed into the one in Corollary 3.8 
and vice versa. 
4. Conjugation and reversion theorem of cc-words 
Relations of z-words and Stu~ia~ morphic images of 0 have been established in 
Corollary 3.2, Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.8. Many results involving a-words can now 
be reformulated using Sturmian morphic images and vice versa. We illustrate this idea 
by giving a Sturmian proof for the conjugation and reversion theorem of x-words [ 111. 
For w:=u~u~...u~ where q~{O,l}, n31, let 
Let p and 4 be mo~hisms on the free monoid (E,F. G}+ defined by 
p: E-E, Fi-tG, G-F, 
$1 E-E, F-F, G-F. 
Two words u’ and u in (0, I}” are said to be conjzqcrtrs of each other if there is an 
integer k such that w = rk(u). 
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< 
w3(0,0,0) = &&0~10(0) 
wz(O,O) = &o&o(o) 
1u3(0,0,1) = ~20~30~10(0) 
// 
2u3(0, LO) = f%0~~31~10(0) 
w(O,l) = K!O~3L(O) 
/ 
=J3(0, TO) = ~20&2~LO(O) 
%(O, 2) = &o&2(0) 
%(O, 3,q = ~20&&10(0) 
wz(O, 3) = JLo&z(O) 
< 
w3(1,0,0) = &&0~~0(0) 
%(l,O) = ~2L&l(O) 
w3(1,0,1) = Jhb4l~,0(0) 
/ 
w(L LOI = ~21&L~LO(O) 
w(l, 1) = &LK3,(0) 
/ 
w3(1,2,0) = ~21~32~10(0) 
%(1,2) = Kd&(O) 
Fig. 2. 
Theorem 4.1 (Conjugation and reversion theorem). Let n 3 1, ai 3 1 (1 <i < II), 0 <Y, 
<ai - 1 and O<ri<Ui (2<i<n). Let 
al a2 ... a, al a2 ... a, 
W=W, ( ’ x=w, i-1 r2 ... r, ) ( 0 0 ... 0 > 
Then 
(a) 
w = 9(X), 
where 
k=rlqo+r2ql +...+r,q,-I, 
qo = l,ql =Ul,qi=Cliqi-I + qi--2 (2diGn). 
(b) 
R(w) = w, ( al a2 ... a, al -rl - 1 a2 - r2 . . a, - r, > . 0 
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To prove the conjugation theorem, we need the following lemma, whose proof is 
straightforward. 
Lemma 4.2. 
(a) For w E (0, l}+, a> 1, we have 
F(w)1 = lG(w), F(w) = G(w), W(w) = ET(w), 
(EG)‘(w) = T’((EF)‘(w)). 
(b) For w E (0, l}*, a3 1, we have 
TG(lw)=FT(lw), TG(Ow) = GT(Ow), 
TF(Ow) = FT(Ow) = G(Ow), 
T((EF)“(Ow)) = (EF)“T(Ow), 
T((EG)"( 1 w)) = (EF)‘T( 1 w), 
(c) For w E (0, l}‘, a>2, O<j<a - 1, we have 
T(K,,j(w>)=K,.j+l(w), wa,j(w>>=L7.,+l(w) (jGa-2), 
T(K,.,-I(w))=L,,o(w), 
K,,j(W)=TJ(K,,O(M')), L&j(w)= ~"+jwa,ow>. 
(d) For WE (0, I}*, ai31, 16i<n, 
TL,,oK~,,~,-I . .L,,_,,oK,,,,..-1(0w) (n eLIen> 
Ku,,oKq,o . . K,n,oWw) = 
TKa,,o,r~ . .L,~-,~oK,~,,~-~(ow) (n ow, 
I ‘..-La,O(lW) (n odd) 
K,,oKm,o .&,,,oT(lw) = 
TL,,oKam- 
TKa,,(l,-~La2,~...Ka~_,,u,~,~~L,”,~(lw) (n even). 0 
It is not hard to see that Corollary 3.8 and part (c) of Lemma 4.2 imply that the 
set %‘ of sl-words is closed under conjugation. 
Part (a) of the following lemma is a Sturmian version of the conjugation theorem of 
E-words and is more general. Part (b), together with Lemma 2.3 and the last equality 
in Lemma 4.2(a), implies that for each Sturmian morphism H there is an integer t 3 0 
such that 
H(w) = T’(W)(w)), 
for all w E (0, I}+. The integer t depends on H only, but not on w. Also, 4(H) E 
{E,F}+. (Cf. Proposition 9 and Corollary 2 of [22].) Sturmian morphisms in {E,F}+ 
are called Stundurd Sturmian morphism and have been studied in [2, 13, 14,211. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let Hi = Ka,,s, OY L,,,,#, where ai>l, O<si<ai - 1, l<i<n, let H= 
HI H2 , . . H, crnd let K = 4(H) = K~,.0K~~,0 . ..&..a. Let q0= 1, 41 =ui, qi=aiqi_I + 
ql_2 (i>2). Let 
{ 
siqi- I (Hi = Ka,,, 1, 
ti = 
Siqi- 1 + 4i (Hi I- L3,, 1, 
clnd t=t, +t2+...+tfi. Then 
(a) H(w)= T~(~(H)(w)) for ufI WE (0, I)“. 
(b) If H’ = H(EG)“, where m 3 1, then H’(w) = T’($(H’)(w)) fbr all w E (0, I}+ 
where r = t + mq,, (P(H’) = K(EF)m. 
Proof. (a) Let w E (0,l)‘. The case n = 1 follows from Lemma 4.2(c). Now, let 12 > 1. 
Assume that the result is true for n- 1 Sturmian morphisms of the form & or L,,,V. Let 
the notations be as in the statement of this lemma. We first claim that, for w E (0, I}’ 
and K-I = K,,+o...&,~_,,o, 
Kfl_, Hn(w) = ~+(K(w)). 
(i) f& = Kusss,, . * Ifs, = 0, the result is trivial. Therefore, assume that a, > 1 and 1 <:s, d 
a, - 1. Let 
1 
a241 + a493 + . . . + an-14+2 (n odd), 
P= 
(a~ - l)q0 + a3q2 + . . . + an-lqn-2 (n even). 
By Lemma 4.2(d) and the inductive hypothesis, we have 
Kn-l T(Ou) = 
TL,,o&,.,-I . ..Ln,,_l,oKu,_,,a,_,~~(Ou) (n odd) 
TK,,,,, -I . . .Lnn~Z,oK~,,_,,,I,_,-~(ou) (n even) 
= ~pK,~_~(O~) 
= Tqn-‘K,,_l(Ou) 
for all UE (0, l}*. Therefore, Lemma 4.2(c) implies that 
= Ty”-‘K,_., K, ,,,, i_,(w) 
for 1 g,j <a, - 1. It follows that 
Ke-, H,(w) = T’tz4n-’ K(w) = T’~~(K(~)~. 
(ii) H,, =L,“,0: As in the proof of (i), Lemma 4.2(d) and the inductive hypothesis 
imply that 
K,,_IT(lu) = Tqn-2+9R-’ K-l(lU) 
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for all u E (0, 11 *. It follows from Lemma 4.2fc) and part (if that 
= T4,1~?+qt1-lK,_,K,“,,,_,(w) 
_ TY,,-z+Y,~-~+(a,,--))y,,--IK (w) = TY”(K(w)) = T'$Y(w)). 
(iii> 4, = Ll,_.5r8, where a,> 1 and 1 s&G-:,, - 1: For 1 djda,, - 1, we have 
K-.1&,,;(~) = K-1 %pI(W) (by Lemma 4.2(c)) 
= T~n-'~~-,~~",~-,(~v) (as in the proof of (i)). 
It follows that 
&-d%(w) = T”~4n-‘K”-,L,,o(w) 
= T’~~K(W). 
This proves our daim. 
Now, 
H(M’) = Hr . . .~~_,(~~(~V~~ 
= Tfgt"~+'+'K,,_, (Hn(w)) (by inductive hypothesis) 
= T~I~“‘+“‘(T”,K(~)) (by our claim) 
= T'(K(w)). 
(b) Let w E (0, I>‘. We first claim that 
K(EG)“(w)= T"4n(K(EF)m(w)),nz> 1. 
From the proof of part (a), we have Kir(Ow) = ~~n~(O~~). Hence 
KEG(w) = ~~(~~~~~)) = ~q~~(~~(~~~~~, 
proving the claim for 112 = 1. 
Suppose the claim is true for some m 2 1. Then 
K(EG)“+‘(w) = K(JYG)~(EG(w)) 
= T”q”(K(EF)“(EG(w))) 
= TmyK(EFy( ZEFyw))) 
This proves the claim for all m 2 1. Now, 
H’(W) = H((J!TG)~(w)) = T"K((EG)"(w)) 
= r’rmqqK(EF)yw)) = T’($(H’)(w)). q 
Here is a lemma for the reversion theorem. 
Lemma 4.4, For w E (0, l}+, we have 
(a) ~(~)(R(~)) =RW(w)), for H E {&I;; G). 
(b) p(H~)pfH2)~-~p(H,)(R(w))=R(H~H:!. . .H~(~~), where H~,fh,. . . ,H, E {E F, G). 
(c) P(~a,r)=Kc?,,-r-1, .dK~,,)=Lo,,-r-1. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact that p(H)(c) =R(H(c)) for c E (0, l} and that 
R(uv)=R(v)R(u). Part (b) follows from (a). Part (c) is easy. 0 
The following lemma is a Sturmian version of the reversion theorem which follows 
immediately from Lemma 4.4(b). 
Lemma 4.5. Let Hi=K,_, or L,,,, where aj>l, O<si<ai - 1, l<i<n and let 
ti’=H~Hz...f&. Teed, for w E {O,l}+, WP have 
&ff(w)) = dffi Mff2) ’ . * ~(H~)(R(~)). IJ 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let HI, Hz, . . . , Hn be the Sturmian morphisms constructed using 
the formula of Theorem 3.4. Then 
al a2 ... a, 
WI =H,H2...Hn(0). 
t-1 r2 ... v, 
Let Si be such that Hi = Ka,,s, or Lai,sr (1 <i<tz). By Remark 3.7(2), 
Si if K-1 =&,_,,s,_,, 
Yj = 2<i<n. 
s; + 1 if Hi-l =Lo,_,,,s,_,~ 
(a) Let ti (1 <i<n) and t be as in Lemma 4.3. Then Lemma 4.3(a) and Example 3.3(b) 
imply that 
wn ( al a2 ‘f. 41 ) = T’(x). i-1 r-2 ... r, 
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Now, 
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hence, the result follows, 
(b) The result clearly holds for n = 1, Now, suppose that n> 1 and suppose that the 
result holds for n - 1. Then 
. . an 
. rrr )) 
if Hk =&,,,, 
(i.e., r2 <al) 
1 
if Ht =La,.ri 
(i.e., r2 = a~) 
02 a3 I.. a, 
L cl,,u, -0 -1 i i WI-1 if r2<a2 a2 - r2 - 1 1) aj - r3 . sf a, - rpl ,/ / 
T;T ( K a,,a,-q-l ( ( a2 a3 f*. a, WPI-1 if r2 = a2 a2 - ~2 a3 -3-3 a.* a, - rn i) 
4 a2 
= W” 
al -rp’~ - 1 a2 - r2 
by inductive hypothesis, Lemma 3.1, 
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